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A Snicker of Magic 
      by Natalie Lloyd 
The Pickles are new to Midnight Gulch,  

Tennessee, a town which legend says was 

once magic--but Felicity is convinced the magic 

is still there, and with the help of her new friend 

Jonah the Beedle she hopes to bring the magic 

back. 

 

Athlete vs. Mathlete  

 by W. C. Mack 
When their two worlds collide in seventh grade, 
fraternal twins and opposites Owen and Russell 
find themselves in direct competition at school, 
on the court, and at home. 

 

Better to Wish 
  by Ann M. Martin  
In 1930 Abby Nichols is an eight-year-old girl 
growing up in Maine, but as the Depression 
deepens, and her mother dies, the responsibil-
ity of taking care of her family falls to her, and 
she has to put her dreams of going to college 
and becoming a writer on hold. 
 

Echo: A Novel 
 by Pam Munoz Ryan 
Lost in the Black Forest, Otto meets three mys-
terious sisters and finds himself entwined in a 
prophecy, a promise, and a harmonica--and 
decades later three children, Friedrich in Ger-
many, Mike in Pennsylvania, and Ivy in Califor-
nia find themselves caught up in the same 
thread of destiny in the darkest days of the 
twentieth century, struggling to keep their fami-
lies intact, and tied together by the music of the 
same harmonica.  

 

Fish in a Tree 
 by Lynda Hunt 
Ally has been smart enough to fool a lot of 

smart people. Every time she lands in a new 

school, she is able to hide her inability to read 

by creating clever yet disruptive distractions. 

She is afraid to ask for help; after all, how can 

you cure dumb?  

 

Future Flash 
 by Kita Murdock  
Laney can see people's futures when she 
 touches them and has vowed to try to save a 
new classmate from a fire that is sure to claim 
his life--and hers.  
 
Honey 
 by Sarah Weeks 
Melody has lived in Royal, Indiana, for as long as 
she can remember. It's been just her and her 
father, and she's been okay with that. But then 
she overhears him calling someone Honey-- and 
suddenly it feels like everyone in Royal has a 
secret.  
 
I Represent Sean Rosen 
 by Jeff Baron  
With the help of his "manager," a thirteen-year-
old boy sells a movie idea to a major Hollywood 
studio.  
 
Loot 
 by Jude Watson 
When Alfie McQuinn, the notorious jewel thief, is 
killed on a job, his last words to his son, March, 
are to "find jewels" and this instruction leads the 
boy to Jules, the twin sister he never knew he 
had--and the perfect partner to carry on the  
family business.  
 
Lucky Strike 
 by Bobbie Pyron 
Nathaniel Harlow lives with his grandfather in a 
trailer park in Franklin County, Florida, and he 
has always been unlucky--but when he is struck 
by lightning on his eleventh birthday and  
survives, it seems like his luck starts to change.  
 
Masterminds 
 by Gordon Korman  
Eli has never left Serenity . . . Why would he 
ever want to? Then one day he bikes to the edge 
of the city limits and something so crazy and 
unexpected happens, it changes everything. Eli 
convinces his friends to help him investigate 
further, and soon it becomes clear that nothing is 
as it seems in Serenity.  
 
 
Rain Reign 
 by Ann M. Martin 
Struggling with Asperger's syndrome, Rose 
shares a bond with her beloved dog, but when 
the dog goes missing during a storm, Rose is 
forced to confront the limits of her comfort levels, 
even if it means leaving her routines in order to 
search for her pet  
 

The  Great Trouble 
 by Deborah Hopkinson  
Equal parts medical mystery, historical novel, 
and survival story about the 1854 London 
cholera outbreak, this introduces Eel, a boy 
trying to make ends meet on Broad Street. 
When he visits one of his regular employers, 
he learns the man has fallen ill. Eel enlists the 
help of Dr. Snow, and together they work to 
solve the mystery of what exactly is causing 
the spread of cholera and how they can  
prevent it.  
 
Upside Down in the Middle of Nowhere 
 by Julie Lamana  
At the end of August 2005, ten-year-old  
Armani is looking forward to her birthday party 
in the Lower Ninth Ward of New Orleans, 
where she and her extended family live, but 
Hurricane Katrina is on the way, bringing  
destruction and tragedy in its wake.  
 
What we found in the Sofa and How it 
Saved the World 
 by Henry Clark  
Finding a rare zucchini-colored crayon leads 

twelve-year-old River Monroe and his friends 

on an adventure with their eccentric neighbor 

to save Earth from invading interstellar storm 

troopers.  

Say it Ain’t So 
 by Josh Berk  
Lenny gets jealous when Mike makes the 
school baseball team, but together they and 
Other Mike stumble upon a stealing signals 
scandal that could go further up than anyone 
knows. 
 
 
Stella by Starlight 
 by Sharon Draper  
When a burning cross set by the Klan causes 
panic and fear in 1932 Bumblebee, North 
Carolina, fifth-grader Stella must face  
prejudice and find the strength to demand 
change in her segregated town.  
 
Story Thieves 
 by James Riley  
Except for reading the Kiel Gnomenfoot magic 
adventure series, Owen's life is boring until he 
sees his classmate Bethany climb out of a 
book in the school library and he learns that 
Bethany is half-fictional and has been search-
ing every book she can find for her missing 
father, a fictional character.  
 
Surrounded by Sharks 
 by Michael Northrop  
On the first day of vacation thirteen-year-old 
Davey Tsering wakes up early, slips out of his 
family's hotel room without telling anyone, and 
heads for the beach and a swim in the warm 
Floridian waters--and a fateful meeting with a 
shark.  
 
The Fourteenth Goldfish 
 by Jennifer Holm  
Ellie's scientist grandfather has discovered a 
way to reverse aging, and consequently has 
turned into a teenager--which makes for  
complicated relationships when he moves in 
with Ellie and her mother, his daughter. 
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